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1.3 Billion
Africa is the world's second largest and second most-populous continent
• Over 50 countries
• With an area greater than 30 million km2

http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/
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Global Initiatives for Genomic Medicine

Source: https://www.bio-itworld.com/2019/08/12/national-genomic-data-initiatives-worldwide-update.aspx
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Unequal genomic research undertaken
• The finding prompted warnings that a much broader range of 

populations should be investigated to avoid genomic 

medicine being of benefit merely to “a privileged few”

October 2016 Nature 538(7624):161-164
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• Presently, ~79% of all GWAS participants are of 
European descent despite making up only 16% of 
the global population (Martin AR et al., 2019)

Africa is 
presently not 
noticeable
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Largest ever genome study of Africans

*co-first Authors

*
*

*
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Challenges of conducting GWAS in Africa 

• The Setting
– Ethics and Community 

engagement 
– Population sub-structure
– Relatedness
– Terrain 

• Resources
– Sample sizes
– Capacity
– Funding
– Imputation panels
– Political will

• Replication
• Transferability 7



Important Ethical Consideration for Human 
Genomics Research in Africa

• Globally, genomics research and specifically recruitment of 
participants regardless of the continent is always challenging, 
however, 

• 60% of Africans live in the rural areas. Prospective 
participants are more likely to be poor and to have limited 
access to healthcare and education. 

• This means that the carrying out of research in these settings 
invariably presents challenges of a different order to those in 
higher income countries

Vries et al., 2011



Community Engagement
• One reason why this is considered important is that 

community engagement recognises more 
communitarian values traditionally strong in African 
societies. (Vries et al., 2019)

• For example, in many African communities, ‘blood’ has 
a cultural context that needs to be understood and 
taken into consideration when engaging with research 
participants. (Ramsay et al., 2014)

• How to explain to communities what the study 
involves in ways that are accessible and make 
understanding and engagement possible. (Ramsay et 
al., 2014)



The Real Setting: Uganda Genome Project (UGR)
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Individual informed consent obtained
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Household & Individual census questionnaires 
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Collection of Survey data: Physical measurements 

Once the questionnaire was completed, height,

weight, and waist and hip circumferences, and

blood pressure were measured. Pregnant women

in their second or third trimester were excluded

from anthropometric measurement.
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Physical measurements 
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Blood Pressure measurements
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Blood sample collection

Venous blood samples were 
obtained after biophysical 
measurements 
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Outcomes From UGR Data Collection

• Relatively High prevalence of risk factors for CVD for a young rural 
population (~90% of the population less than 50 years of age)

– relatively high prevalence of hypertension (22%) and 

– central obesity in women (31.2%) in a young rural population.

• Low level of awareness for NCDs coupled with very low access to 
care very worrying

– None of those with high cholesterol was aware

– ~80% of those with hypertension were NOT aware they had 
hypertension (10.2% treated)

– 57.1 of HbA1c >6% were NOT aware of their DM status (28.6% treated)

• Bearing in mind that only ~40% Africa live in Urban areas.  
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Challenge: Population sub-structure

• Evidence of population 
substructure

• Confounding

• Mixed model approach
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Gurdasani, Deepti, Tommy Carstensen, Segun Fatumo, et al., "Uganda genome 

resource enables insights into population history and genomic discovery in 

Africa." Cell 179, no. 4 (2019): 984-1002.



Challenge: Imputation Reference Panels
• We demonstrate the value of the largest sequence panel 

from Africa to date as an imputation resource.

• We provide a unique imputation reference panel which 
outperforms existing imputation panels in accuracy when 
imputing into East and South African populations 
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Gurdasani, Deepti, Tommy Carstensen, Segun Fatumo, et al., "Uganda genome resource enables insights into population history 

and genomic discovery in Africa." Cell 179, no. 4 (2019): 984-1002.



Challenge: Research Capacity

Trends in number of genomic epidemiology publications with author affiliated with an African institution.
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• The most commonly studied population was South Africa, accounting for 31.1%, 
followed by Ghana(10.6%)  and  Kenya  (7.5%).  

• About  one-tenth  of  the  papers  were  related  to  non-communicable  
diseases(NCDs)  such  as  cancer  (6.1%)  and  cardiovascular  diseases  (CVDs)  (4.3%).  



Challenge: Sample Size & Funding
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Opportunities: GWAS in Africa

• Increased genetic diversity

• Differences in allele 
frequencies 

• Lower linkage disequilibrium
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• Considerable progress has been made globally in the push to 
implement genomic medicine as a crucial part of 
personalized medicine. 

• However, Africa ancestry populations lag behind because of 
limited participation in genomic research both as research 
subjects and as research investigators

• These limitations have resulted in a poorer evidence base for 
genomic medicine in diverse populations. While more 
research is needed, several ongoing initiatives (eg H3Africa, 
Ugand Genme Resource, 100K genomes in Africa study) could 
provide the data to improve the evidence base and make 
genome medicine useful to diverse populations.

• Our findings (from a small dataset) shows a great potential to 
inform genomic medicine not just in Africa but globally.

Summary and Conclusion
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